Viral gain-of-function mutations are commonly observed in the laboratory; however, it is unknown whether those mutations also evolve in nature. We identify two key residues in the host recognition protein of bacteriophage l that are necessary to exploit a new receptor; both residues repeatedly evolved among homologs from environmental samples.
populations. Indeed, some researchers have called for the suspension of virus gain-of-function laboratory experiments 13 on the grounds that they would tell us little about real-world viral evolution at the risk of constructing viral strains that are pandemic to new hosts. Here, we use a harmless virus, bacteriophage l, to demonstrate how gain-of-function experiments can identify mutations that mimic those that occur in nature: we find that two amino acid residues that are critical for gain of function in the laboratory recurrently evolve in nature.
Typical laboratory strains of l infect Escherichia coli by binding to the outer membrane protein LamB 14 , but the phage rapidly evolves in the laboratory to exploit a different membrane protein, OmpF 3 . Since OmpF is not the usual E. coli receptor for l, these experiments are a proxy for the ability of the phage to switch hosts. The evolved gain-of-function phenotype in l, OmpF + , involves multiple non-synonymous mutations in the host-recognition gene J. Each OmpF + isolate had between 4 and 10 single nucleotide substitutions in J, and none had insertions or deletions (indels). 97% of the substitutions in 24 independently evolved OmpF + l phage occurred in the J protein 3 between residues 960-1132, which we call the 'specificity region' of J ( Figure 1A ).
By comparing J among OmpF + and OmpF -l, Meyer et al. (2012) suggested that the OmpF + innovation required four mutations: one at residue 1012, two in the codon for residue 1107, and a fourth mutation somewhere between residues 990 to 1000 3 . In this study, we directly tested this hypothesis by using Multiplexed Automated Genome Engineering (MAGE) 15 to construct two combinatorial genetic libraries of the J mutations that evolved in Meyer et al. (2012) . We constructed the first library by focusing on 10 commonly evolved J mutations 3 , from which we sequenced 33 OmpF + isolates. All strains possessed the target mutation at residue 1012 and both target mutations at residue 1107; by contrast, some strains lacked a fourth mutation between residues 990 and 1000 ( Figure 1 ). We call the mutations at residues 1012 and 1107 the "canonical mutations".
To test whether the three canonical mutations were sufficient to confer the OmpF + phenotype, we constructed a synthetic phage with just these mutations. Even though the synthetic phage was viable, it proved unable to exploit cells without the ancestral LamB receptor, demonstrating that at least four J mutations were necessary for laboratory- (Figure 1) . However, the majority of the OmpF + genotypes did not possess this specific mutation, signifying that its function could be substituted by other J mutations. In total, this experiment revealed that four mutations are sufficient to evolve the innovation, but only two specific amino acid changes (at residues 1012 and 1107) are universally required to access OmpF in the context of laboratory experiments.
We then asked whether natural J sequences reflected the host-shift evolutionary dynamics seen in our gain-of-function experiments. We collected and aligned full-length homologous J protein sequences from UniRef100 16 (1,207 highly similar sequences). Most sequences were prophage uncovered in the genomes of their Enterobacteriaceae hosts, including bacterial genera Escherichia, Salmonella, Citrobacter, Edwardsiella, and even Cronobacter.
Recall that 97% of substitutions in OmpF + gain-of-function experiments occur in the specificity region. Likewise, the natural J homologs had disproportionate variation here: 30% of the total amino acid variation occurred in the specificity region, despite only being 15% of the total length of J ( Figure 2A ). This nonrandom clustering of variation in the specificity region strongly suggests that J has experienced substantial diversifying selection on host attachment.
Furthermore, the 17 residues engineered into the MAGE libraries were significantly more variable than randomly chosen groups of 17 residues from J (non-parametric bootstrap: p < 10 -5 ) and from the specificity region 960-1132 (non-parametric bootstrap: p = 0.0054) showing the experiments had identified evolutionary hotspots. However, the specific 17 amino acid substitutions evolved in the laboratory were not common in natural homologs suggesting that the selection experiments had the resolution to predict where changes would evolve, but not the exact change (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Focusing in on the two residues critical for the OmpF + gain of function, 1012 and 1107, we find that they alone are more variable than random pairs of sites in J (non-parametric To analyze J protein evolutionary dynamics in more depth, we built maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees for J ( Figure 2C ) and its specificity region ( Figure 2D ). The trees are very different (normalized Robinson-Foulds distance = 0.94 out of 1.00), indicating that recombination has caused the history of the specificity region to differ from the history of the rest of the protein.
This means that the specificity region is an evolutionary module that commonly recombines and circulates as a unit in the phage population. This observation supports the notion that this region has elevated rates of evolution and diversification.
Using the second phylogeny, we calculated site-specific evolutionary rates for the specificity region. The 17 residues studied in the MAGE experiments evolve faster than equallysized random samples taken from the specificity region (non-parametric bootstrap, p = 0.0067) and residues 1012 and 1107 evolve faster than random pairs of sites sampled from the specificity region (non-parametric bootstrap, p = 0.0073).
Together, the accelerated rate of change and increased entropy at residues 1012 and 1107
suggest that these sites have experienced strong diversifying selection. Our combinatorial genetic studies showed that these particular residues determine receptor tropism, so it is reasonable to conclude that their unique evolution is due to host-range evolution. Mathematical theory has demonstrated that receptor-use evolution should lead to diversification since accessing new host types alters the phages' ecological niches 19 . Indeed, diversification was observed in a related experiment where l evolved to exploit two host cell types with different receptors 20 . To test whether indels at 1012 and 1107 cause diversification, we compared the branches where indels occur versus all others. If the indels cause ecological differentiation, then they should reduce intraspecific competition for hosts and facilitate the long-term maintenance of distinct evolutionary lineages. Indeed, the branches on which indels occur are significantly longer than the other branches of the specificity-region phylogeny (Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 10 -8 ; visualized by the discrete indel clades colored in lavender and light green in Figure 2D ).
The congruence we find between laboratory and natural evolution in l contrasts with work showing that beneficial mutations in Richard Lenski's long-term experiment anticorrelate 21 with natural protein variation in E. coli. By design, Lenski's experiment lacks the complex and variable selection pressures found in E. coli's natural gut environment, leading the bacteria down evolutionary paths not taken in nature. By contrast, the dominant selection pressure in evolution experiments with bacteriophage-attachment to bacterial host cells-is probably also a dominant selection pressure on phage in the wild. Notably, another study on experimental evolution of bacteriophage has observed residues under positive selection in both the lab and nature 22 .
Together, these studies show that selection experiments on viruses cultured in the laboratory can inform evolution in nature. Based on the patterns of J sequence variation observed, we suggest that host-range evolution is common in this group of viruses, and perhaps others too. While the frequency of host-range evolution may be unsettling, our work also demonstrates potential methods to combat host shifts. In particular, worrisome mutations can be identified with functional genetic experiments as described here or with other laboratory techniques such as deep mutational scanning 23 . This information can be combined with genomic surveillance efforts underway 24, 25 to devise more effective disease management strategies to eradicate problematic strains.
Methods

MAGE experiments
We modified λ strain cI857 (provided by Ing-Nang Wang, SUNY Albany) integrated into the genome of HWEC106 (provided by Harris Wang, Columbia University). We engineered the J substitutions into λ by using MAGE 15,26 on strain HWEC106. MAGE uses the λ-red recombineering system provided on the pKD46 plasmid 27 . For a description of the oligos used, see Supplementary Table S1 .
For the first, 10-mutation library, we ran 18 rounds of MAGE and then screened for CGCATCGTTCACCTCTCACT; Reverse primer: 5' CCTGCGGGCGGTTTGTCATTT) were submitted.
Analysis of natural J variation
We used the evcouplings pipeline 29 to generate a jackhmmer 30 alignment of 1,207 fulllength J homologs (parameter settings: bitscore = 0.2 ; theta = 0.999; seqid_filter = 95 and 99 (thresholds for filtering highly similar sequences); minimum_sequence_coverage = 99 (require sequences to align to 99% of wild-type J protein); and minimum_sequence_coverage = 50. When analyzing the specificity region (say, constructing a phylogeny), we used residues 960-1132 of this full-length alignment.
We used RAxML 31 to generate maximum-likelihood phylogenies using automatically selected amino acid substitution matrices (PROTGAMMAAUTO) based on model fit. To account for recombination when estimating site-specific evolutionary rates in the specificity region, we first ran a modified SBP algorithm 32 on the specificity region. We found a putative recombination breakpoint at residue 1000, supported by Akaike's information criterion but not the Bayesian information criterion. We therefore partitioned the specificity region at residue 1000 and re-calculated trees for each partition using FastTree 33 with an LG substitution matrix 34 .
We next calculated site-specific evolutionary rates with LEISR 35 , a scalable implementation of Rate4Site 36 that accounts for recombination breakpoints, using an LG substitution matrix. We calculated the Robinson-Foulds distance between our maximum-likelihood phylogenies for J and its specificity region using ete3-compare 37 . We divided the Robinson-Foulds distance (2276.00)
by its maximum possible value (2412.00) to get the normalized distance (0.94).
We calculated gap entropy at each position as:
, where p is the frequency of gap characters at that position, and 1 -p is the frequency of all amino acids at that position.
For all non-parametric bootstrap calculations, we used 100,000 bootstraps, and chose groups of sites without replacement. For example, when testing for high entropy in the 17 MAGE residues, we generated an empirical null distribution by randomly choosing 17 different residues for one sample, and resampling 100,000 times. We used the same procedure for our evolutionary-rate tests. R989R  A990V  K992T  D996E  I997V  I997M  A1000V  S1011R  S1012G  T1040M  V1048D  S1049R  T1053K  A1076V  V1077A  I1083T  H1104Y  I1122F  L1127P   nucleotide  C2879T  A2966G  C2969T  A2975C  C2988A  A2989G  T2991G  C2999T  C3033A  A3034G  C3119T  T3143A  C3147G  A3158A  C3227T  T3230C  T3248C  C3310T  G3319A  A3320G  T3321A  A3364T 
